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ABSTRACT 
 

During the last decade, the term “Establishment” has gained currency among Colombian 
opinion makers—be they newspaper columnists, politicians, or even academics. After 
surveying the ambiguities of the concept in the United Kingdom and the United States—
the countries where it was first popularized in the 1950s and 1960s—this paper focuses 
on the usages of the expression in the Colombian public debate. Based on a variety of 
sources—including op-eds and newspaper reports, interviews with leading public figures, 
and other political and academic documents—I show how generalized the term has 
become. I examine how the prevailing language gives the “Establishment” a central role 
in shaping political developments in the past decades. It blames the “Establishment” for 
the country’s most fundamental problems while conferring on this same “Establishment” 
the power to solve them. However, any attempt to identify what is meant by the 
“Establishment” soon reveals an extremely confusing picture. In the final part of the 
paper, I highlight some of the implications of the general usage of such a vague and 
contradictory concept for the quality of democratic debate, the legitimacy of the political 
system, and the possible solution of the armed conflict in Colombia. 

 
 

RESUMEN 
 

Durante la última década, la expresión “Establecimiento” se ha vuelto de moda entre los 
formadores de opinión en Colombia—ya se trate de columnistas de prensa, políticos y 
hasta académicos—. Tras repasar las ambiguedades del término en Inglaterra y en los 
Estados Unidos, donde por primera vez se popularizó en los años 1950s y 1960s, este 
ensayo examina su uso en el debate público colombiano. Basado en una variedad de 
fuentes—incluyendo editoriales y artículos de períodicos, entrevistas publicadas con 
destacadas figuras nacionales y otros documentos políticos y académicos—, muestro 
cómo se ha generalizado el uso de la expresión. Examino cómo el lenguaje dominante le 
otorga al “Establecimiento” un papel central en la dirección de los desarrollos políticos 
de las décadas pasadas. Ese lenguaje culpa al “Establecimiento” por los problemas más 
fundamentales del país, mientras le confiere poderes a ese mismo “Establecimiento” para 
resolverlos. Sin embargo, cualquier intento de identificar qué se entiende por 
“Establecimiento” (entre quienes usan la expresión) revela pronto un confuso mensaje—
como se puede comprobar en estas páginas—. En la sección final del ensayo, destaco 
algunas de las implicaciones del uso generalizado de tan vago y contradictorio concepto 
para la calidad del debate democrático, la legitimidad del sistema político, y la posible 
solución del conflicto armado en Colombia.     



 



On April 2, 2000, Raul Reyes, one of the leaders of the FARC (Fuerzas Armadas 

Revolucionarias de Colombia, or Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia) referred to 

some of the conditions that, according to his organization, were required to reach peace in 

Colombia. “Peace,” he observed, “does not grow out of our wishes for peace, but peace 

comprises all elements, economic, social, political and cultural.” And he questioned “the 

political will of the government and the Establishment” to pursue the agenda for peace 

that he outlined.  

It was not the first or the last time that a leader of the FARC included the 

“Establishment” as a party to the armed conflict, as the Establishment is often held 

responsible for all the ills of Colombia in FARC’s public rhetoric. Nor is the FARC alone 

in such criticism and condemnation. Indeed, references to the Establishment have become 

widespread.1 The expression is commonly used by opinion makers, politicians, 

academics and entrepreneurs alike. It is also used by members of the AUC (Autodefensas 

Unidas de Colombia, or United Self-Defence Forces of Colombia), the self-defence 

group or paramilitary organization that opposes the guerrillas. Its usage seems to have 

intensified during the peace process between the government and the FARC, which lasted 

from 1999 to 2002. In the public debate at the time, the Establishment was frequently 

portrayed as a key actor in the development of both the conflict and its solution. The use 

of the term has been generally incorporated into the language of analysts when dealing 

with Colombian politics in recent years. 

 As the term gains currency, some questions need to be answered. How is the 

Colombian Establishment defined? Who is part of it? Is it a useful political concept? 

Does it serve to properly explain the power structure of the country? What are its 

implications for the process of decision making, for the way Colombians perceive their 

own government, for the legitimacy of the political system and for finding a negotiated 

settlement to the armed conflict?  

In the pages that follow, I examine these and other related questions, in an attempt 

to show how our understanding of Colombian politics has been recently shaped, or 

misshaped, by powerful and overarching images and notions. The Establishment, I will 

argue, is one of such notions: it is a vague and all-encompassing term, but does it capture 

or does it distort the reality of power in Colombia? Other concepts and phrases that are 
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now commonplace seem to me similarly questionable: the country’s “civil war;” the 

“illegitimacy” of the state; or the claim that there is no democratic opposition in 

Colombia. The very notion of “peace” tends to be defined in maximalist terms, equating 

“peace” with the solution of all problems.2  

The analysis of the uses of these terms, like “the Establishment,” pertains to a 

wider topic, namely looking at how issues of language impinge on political processes.3 

Quite apart from the political intricacies of language, the Establishment can also be of 

interest to those who study the composition of elites.4 The aims of this paper are more 

modest: by looking in some detail at the use of one term—“the Establishment”—I intend 

to show how confused the Colombian public debate over the nature of the nation’s 

political system and its decision-making process is. This exercise could be useful in 

appreciating the extent to which the power structure is misconceived, and how such a 

misconception may be affecting democratic developments in the country. 

Some opinion makers have become increasingly aware of the problems raised by 

political language nowadays in Colombia. Abominable events are often described with 

euphemisms words are replaced to convey an apparently “more digestible social life,” 

hiding the criminality of the action: “retention” for kidnapping, “pesca milagrosa” 

(miraculous fishing) for mass kidnapping, “boleteo” for extortion.5  

The scholarship on this topic is nevertheless thin. However, Mauricio Rubio 

devoted some attention to the problem in one of the most perceptive books published on 

Colombian violence in the last decade, although language was not the focus of his 

analysis. More recently, Fernando Estrada Gallego has attempted an examination of the 

dynamics of the conflict through the study of the discourse of illegal armed groups. 

Malcolm Deas has referred to the “crisis of language” in the context of the armed 

conflict, while criticizing in particular the use of ill-defined concepts—such as the 

Establishment.6 All these works give us some useful general insights but none explore in 

detail the meanings of one particular expression, as proposed here. 

This essay offers a portrait of the so-called Colombian Establishment as shown by 

those who more frequently use the expression—by-and-large opinion makers in the press, 

who can also be classified as “public intellectuals.”7 I will examine some of the major 

features ascribed to this supposed Establishment: what sort of entity it is; why it is the 
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focus of so much criticism; how much power it presumably has. I will also try to identify 

who belongs to the Establishment in Colombia and the institutions that comprise it, again 

according to those who give credit to the term by using it. The reader can expect a 

confusing portrait of the use of a word that paradoxically is designed to simplify reality. I 

will conclude by highlighting some of the implications of the general use of such 

language, for the quality of democratic debate, for the legitimacy of the political system 

and for possible solutions to the armed conflict.  

Before tackling the subject proper, let us look, first, at where the term comes from 

and what lessons are to be learned from the expression in the countries where it has at 

times been popular—Britain and the United States. 

 
AN ELUSIVE CONCEPT 

 
Of course, the term “Establishment” is far from being of Colombian vintage. Nor 

has its use elsewhere been a model of clarity. It has entered the New Fontana Dictionary 

of Modern Thought as “a term, usually pejorative, for an ill-defined amalgam of those 

institutions, social classes and forces which represent authority, legitimacy, tradition and 

the status quo.”8  

 
The “Establishment” in England 

 
The word is derived from the “established” Church of England.9 A.J.P. Taylor 

made use of it in 1953, but its diffusion is generally attributed to Henry Fairlie, who 

wrote about it in The Spectator in 1955.10 At its most basic level, the expression generally 

refers to a “covert ruling elite,” which in Britain has been linked to networks of people 

involved in particular institutions, like the monarchy, parliament, the Church of England, 

Oxford, Cambridge, the BBC (Britain Broadcasting Corporation) or the public schools.  

Some of these institutions were the subject of individual chapters in a book edited 

by Hugh Thomas following a symposium in 1959.11 Thomas’s view of the Establishment, 

however, seemed to go beyond a strict identification with those institutions. He linked it 

to a certain frame of mind originating in upper-crust circles of Victorian England and to 

those who upheld that particular frame of mind. In his own words, it indicated “the 
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assumption of the attributes of a state church by certain institutions and people.” The 

Establishment and Victorian England were one and the same; thus, Thomas suggested, “a 

knowledge of the character of English society in the middle of the nineteenth century” 

was “fundamental to an understanding of the development of the Establishment.”12  

Thomas thought that, in spite of some slight differences, all contributors to his 

edited book agreed on his definition. Yet very few elaborated much on the concept. 

Among those who did, Henry Fairlie—the popularizer of the expression—might have 

come close to Thomas’s interpretation, although sometimes it is difficult to tell. Fairlie 

pointed out that the Establishment had become “a harlot of a phrase,” corrupted by “a 

whole tribe of professional publicists … merely to denote those in positions of power 

whom they happen to dislike most.”13  

The Establishment, Fairlie explained, was “not a power elite;”14 the idea was 

“concerned less with the exercise of power than with the established bodies of prevailing 

opinion.” Members of the Establishment could have connections with power blocks, but 

those connections did not provide them with particular influence; they could represent 

vested interests, but they did not become a part of the Establishment because they 

represented those interests. Indeed, critics of the Establishment, according to Fairlie, were 

missing the point: “the one significant fact about the Establishment is that it represents 

nothing on the national life. It has its roots in no class, in no interests.”15 The institution 

he identified as “the most powerful,” among “all the voices of the Establishment,” was 

the BBC.16  

Other attempts at defining the Establishment in Thomas’s volume took a different 

view. Christopher Hollis meant by it “a body of people, acting, consciously or 

subconsciously, together, holding no official posts through which they exercise their 

power but nevertheless exercising a great influence on national policy.”17 Hollis’s task 

was to enquire whether or not there existed such an influence acting on the life of the 

British parliament. He doubted it. There were different sources of power exercising 

influence, but whether there was “some mysterious, social influence, independent of them 

all, which really control our destinies,” Hollis was “less certain.” If there was such a thing 

as the power of the Establishment, this came “not from the fact that a dozen people 

impose their will on the rest of us but from the fact that there is in all of us a degree of 
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establishment-mindedness”—to the extent that “we feel it right” that the opinion of those 

who presumably belong to the Establishment “should have attention paid to them.”18 

Arguably here—in the notion of the Establishment as a sort of frame of mind—Hollis 

was on common ground with Thomas and Fairlie.  

Thomas’s edited book may now be dated, but it seems a good point of departure 

for any attempt at understanding what was meant by the Establishment at the time the 

term took off. As far as I can tell, it was the first collective, systematic effort to look into 

the meaning of the expression, bringing together writers, academics, politicians and 

businessmen. It was, and still is, a revealing exercise: the word referred to some obscure 

forces whose definition remained by their very nature obscure. Not a single clear concept 

of the Establishment came out of the various chapters of the book. Its central focus was 

some of the most salient institutions supposedly linked to the British Establishment, but 

those institutions were not considered by themselves the Establishment. Given the 

empirical evidence, it was less than clear that an Establishment was in control of British 

life. 

Perhaps in its skeptical way Thomas’s book was a good start, but since then 

scholars have tended to keep their distance from an expression that obfuscates rather than 

clarifies. Even journalists like Anthony Sampson, who in 1962 published his famous 

Anatomy of Britain, thought that the word “Establishment” suggested a simple vision of 

the power in the country.19 From time to time, the term was reexamined by academics, 

but only to be dismissed again for its lack of explanatory value. Geraint Parry 

incorporated it in his 1969 study on political elites, although he thought it was “one of the 

most difficult of specialized elites to detect, describe and assess.”20 His account of the 

nature of the Establishment was “impressionistic,” a mere description of a “network of 

contacts between certain groups of people … maintained largely in an informal manner 

by membership of the London clubs, by the social round of dinners and parties as well as, 

more formally, in business meetings and at official events.” Yet even if this network of 

people could be identified, its unity was clearly questionable, while its influence on 

British politics was difficult to measure with any degree of certainty.21 

In the end, it is the relationship with state power that matters for the 

Establishment to be of some pertinence, as Jean Blondel argued in another work of the 
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1960s. The Establishment, he wrote, was a different notion from those of the ruling class 

and power elite.22 It was more flexible than the latter two in so far as it defined the ruling 

group in both socio-economic and psychological terms—by which he meant the adoption 

by all its members of certain attitudes.23 Yet all three notions implied that important 

social and economic policy decisions were taken by relatively small groups, isolated from 

the rest of society, in secrecy, and mindful of preserving tradition. In their extreme 

versions, for these “theories”—as Blondel calls them—the idea of representation was a 

mere “sham,” and “political contests themselves [were] sham fights.”24  

Blondel found major difficulties with these theories. If they were going to have 

any validity, they should at least comply, he argued, with three conditions. Firstly, the 

Establishment must be “a group in the strong sense of the word … a community with an 

esprit de corps.” Secondly, such a group “must not be seriously challenged by other 

groups outside the establishment.” And thirdly, the theories depended “to a large extent 

on how much power the ruling group can be allowed to have.” Blondel admitted that the 

Establishment might exist in Britain. Yet he found it hard to identify such a group with a 

fully developed set of the three defining conditions—“unity of purpose,” “permanency” 

and “power.” The latter was perhaps the most significant. The British Establishment did 

not seem to have permanent power and it certainly did not monopolize it. Its “real 

strength” was one of “social prestige.” It gave social influence to those viewed as 

members of the Establishment, but they did not have “political or economic power 

because they [were] members of the establishment.”25 

 If the definition and the validity of the term were in doubt already in the 1960s, it 

is even less certain that nowadays, following decades of change, references to the British 

Establishment might have any meaningful purpose.  

Public schools have not disappeared, as Thomas wished, but they have become 

more of a handicap than an advantage to those who aspire to reach the pinnacles of 

power. The same is true for degrees from Oxford and Cambridge. If the BBC is still the 

“voice” of the Establishment, then it is speaking for a different Establishment from that 

of the past. The Thatcherites could enquire, “Is he or she one of us?” but “us” was often a 

reference to members of a new conservative “Establishment,” which was in any case 

displaced from power by the Labour party in 1997. Andrew Neil, once editor of the 
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Sunday Times, defined himself as “an anti-Establishment outsider” in his 1996 

autobiography, but, as Will Hutton observed, “in so far as there is now an Establishment 

he was one of its key members for as long as he edited the Sunday Times.” The paper 

itself was owned by another outsider, Rupert Murdoch. For the Scotsman Neil and the 

Australian Murdoch, their dislike of the Establishment was “a code for dislike of the 

English.”26 “The anti-Establishment,” Anthony Sampson observed in his recently 

revisited anatomy of power in Britain, had become “more potent than the Establishment.” 

In his view, there is a “new Establishment,” drawn into politics “usually via the militant 

left,” and “with greater resources and stronger bonds than the old one.”27 

 
The “Establishment” in the United States 

 
Thus first popularized in Britain, the term “Establishment” remained loosely 

defined and a doubtful analytical tool before it crossed the Atlantic to the United States. 

There it acquired another meaning, even if it preserved some of its original sins. 

 The expression was said to have been imported by the National Review. However, 

credit for its introduction into US public discourse is often given to Richard Rovere who, 

in 1962, published his “Notes on the Establishment,” commissioned by the American 

Scholar, although Rovere himself acknowledged John Kenneth Galbraith as “a pioneer in 

the field of Establishment studies.”28 

From the start, Rovere recognized what his British counterparts had: that 

conceptions of the American Establishment—variably labeled as the “legitimate Mafia,” 

or the “Liberal Machine”—“differ greatly.” This did not mean that the Establishment did 

not exist. Rovere first echoed John Kenneth Galbraith’s view of it as “a rather small 

group of influential men who embody the best of the Conventional Wisdom and can be 

trusted with substantial grants of power by any responsible group in the country.”29 In the 

revised version of his original piece, he seemed to have moved the focus of the term from 

the trusted holders of the “conventional wisdom” towards the holders of power “in 

finance, business and the professions, largely from the North-East, who hold the principal 

measure of power and influence in this country irrespective of what administration 

occupies the White House.”30 
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The distinction may be subtle, but it is of major significance. The latter meaning 

has perhaps been the most in vogue. According to Samuel Huntington, the 

“Establishment is predominantly East Coast, Ivy League, Wall Street, big business and 

executive branch oriented,” and it also included the military profession.31 The American 

Establishment was often linked in the 1960s and 1970s to particular institutions like 

Brookings, the Council on Foreign Relations and the Committee for Economic 

Development, while the core of its doctrine was said to be the “principles and policies 

that have the editorial support of the New York Times.”32  

More recently, Alan Brinkley has defined the Establishment in more narrow 

terms, as a “small circle of men and women who have framed American foreign policy 

during at least the first two decades after World War II.”33 These men and women were 

characterized by their “privilege and self-conscious elitism,” and by an “ideological 

affinity that made the establishment an effective influence in public policy.” Its social 

cohesion was made possible by common educational background, old-school ties and 

shared experiences in Wall Street or in institutions like the Council on Foreign 

Relations.34 If there was an embodiment of the Establishment “ideal,” it was Henry 

Stimson—“twice secretary of war, once secretary of state, a longtime Wall Street lawyer, 

a pillar of the elite social world of New York.” The leaders of the “Establishment” who 

succeeded Stimson combined his characteristics: “certitude, elitism and self-conscious 

integrity.”35  

Brinkley recognized that the Establishment was never “the coherent entity” that 

both its critics and defenders claimed. In his view, it certainly had influence over 

American foreign policy but it was far from being the control suggested by “popular 

myth.” Yet, postwar American diplomacy was characterized by the intimacy of its 

leadership, an “intimacy, at times bordering on incestuousness.” Whatever its 

cohesiveness and power, Brinkley seems to suggest that the time of the Establishment 

had passed.  

 At the heart of the idea of the Establishment were some common traits in Britain 

and in the United States: the elitist conception of the ruling group, its unity of purpose, its 

nature as a hidden power. Silk and Silk suggest, however, that in crossing from Britain to 

the United States, the concept acquired a “distinctively American” personality. It was, 
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from the beginning, “a democratic Establishment, rather than an aristocratic or 

authoritarian one.” Its roots were “in a liberal, democratic church; tolerance and openness 

were and remain its dominant principles.” It contained an essential “element of 

voluntarism.” The Establishment, in sum, represented “the effort of many people to 

create a national force, outside government, dedicated to truth, liberty and, however 

defined, the broad public interest.”36 This may not be the case, but what concerns us here 

is a new conceptual development, where the Establishment changes its nature as it 

changes nationalities. 

In sum, the above review is far from comprehensive. Its main intention has been 

to show that from its origin the notion of the Establishment in both Britain and the United 

States has remained an elusive concept—“an institution which, maddeningly, seems both 

to exist and not exist.”37 Not only there are several definitions of the term, but they tend 

to be unclear and imprecise about the nature and composition of the Establishment in 

both countries. And in both countries, the word may have different meanings, although, 

as acknowledged, wherever the expression is used, it often implies the existence of an 

elite exercising power in secrecy, beyond democratic control. Even if seemingly 

identifiable, scholars and publicists have also questioned the degree of unity, permanency 

and power of the Establishment.  

We are then left with a concept whose utility to understand the structure of social 

power and the dynamics of political processes is indeed limited. When applied to 

Colombia, as I will try to show in the following section, the results are even more 

discouraging, given the confusion that has permeated the language of political analysts. 

 

THE COLOMBIAN ESTABLISHMENT: A PORTRAIT 

 
We have yet to identify who played Henry Fairlie or Richard Rovere as 

popularizer of the term “Establishment” in Colombia and when it was imported from 

England or the United States.38 However, during the 1990s it became a catchword in 

Colombia, used by a wide array of political commentators in the press and even 

incorporated into academic discourse.  
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In this section, I offer a description of the nature and identity of the Colombian 

Establishment through the language of those who give credit to the expression. I start by 

showing how the term is conceived. I then move on to outline the major criticisms of the 

Establishment, stressing how powerful many of its critics believe it to be. Finally, I 

examine who constitutes the so-called Establishment, the people or institutions that are 

supposedly its members.  

 
A Living Creature 

 
The first thing to note when observing the nature of the Colombian Establishment 

as described by its critics is that it is usually treated as a living creature that behaves 

almost like any individual.  

The Establishment apparently shares some of the functions of the human body 

and mind: it can “see,” and “with clarity.” It can also “breathe calmly.” And it can 

certainly think, although often “erroneously,” when for example it “thought that the best 

way of controlling public order was to pass the problem [of the armed conflict] to the 

gringos.”39 Some consider the Establishment to be “intelligent.” Others prefer to 

highlight its “stupidity” and “frivolity.”40 

Its conduct seems to be similar to that of human beings as well, but more often 

than not because of its “weaknesses and vices,” to the extent that it “does not have any 

moral authority to criticize anything.”41 Like many human beings, the Establishment 

would be capable of “mamar gallo”—the expression popularized by Gabriel García 

Márquez to refer to the attitude of Colombians from the Caribbean region of not taking 

things too seriously. The Establishment nevertheless takes serious political positions, 

which tend to be “right wing, such extreme right that would embarrass people like Franco 

or Torquemada.”42 The Establishment would have, therefore, traditionally despised the 

democratic left, against which it has acted treacherously.43 Not that the left is free from 

criticism by all the enemies of the Establishment. “Together with the right and the left,” 

the poet Eduardo Escobar observes, “the Establishment forms part of the monster of three 

heads that has been mistreating the native population.”44 

Unlike human beings, however, the Establishment does not seem to age. 

Descriptions of it often denote a timeless being, without much change over the years. In 
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the most extreme version, the Establishment has been frivolous throughout its history 

“since the conquest.”45  

The most frequent references take its existence back to the mid-twentieth century, 

the period of la Violencia that preceded the emergence of the FARC in the 1960s. 

General Gustavo Rojas Pinilla’s coup in 1953 is said to have been “a first proof of 

political transaction within the Establishment.”46 The Nadaísmo—an intellectual 

movement that came to life in 1958—has been described as a reaction of a generation 

that could not tolerate any longer the “nauseating smell from the Establishment.”47 There 

are occasional mentions of the “Establishment of the times,” thus distinguishing it from 

that of today.48 More recurrent are the statements about an Establishment that for the last 

four decades or so has been a leading actor in national life: an Establishment that “for 

half a century has been mamando gallo to … the peasantry and the working class;” that 

“has been deceived by the guerrillas for 40 years” or that “has waited 40 years to 

negotiate with the guerrillas, now that the guerrillas are old.”49 Note in the latter that the 

guerrillas have grown older, an apparent advantage for an ever young, clever and patient 

Establishment. 

 
The Culprit for Colombia’s Ills 

 

Whether like a human being or part of a three-headed monster, the Establishment 

is often identified as having the greatest responsibility for the country’s most fundamental 

problems.  

Accusations against it are made at a general level: it has failed to “punish 

corruption;” it has shown an “uninterested attitude regarding the deterioration of public 

order;” it has denied the existence of ethnic conflicts; it has historically failed to provide 

the basic necessities to the peasantry; it has accepted foreign interventionism and given 

away the sovereignty of the country.50 Crities also denounce its direct involvement in 

particular events. The Unión Patriótica (Patriotic Union)—the political party linked to the 

FARC following the peace process in the 1980s, whose members were assassinated in 

large numbers—is said to have been a “victim of the Establishment.”51 When the 

protesters against the negotiations for a free-trade treaty with the United States clashed in 
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the streets of Cartagena with public forces in May 2004, the incident was given as 

evidence of the traditionally brutal way the Establishment has dealt with social 

differences in the country.52  

 Criticisms of the Establishment tend to be all-embracing: not paying attention to 

the problems of university education; not knowing what is going on in neighboring 

Venezuela; not recognizing the problem of poverty; celebrating Plan Colombia without 

realizing that the Establishment has to contribute to its financing; and suffering from an 

“identical deficit” of intellectuals to that suffered by the “armed actors.”53 The influential 

weekly magazine Semana summarized what seemed to have become the standard reasons 

to condemn the Establishment: “for its utter failure and lack of purpose, its weakness and 

lack of courage, the absence of any sense of its own responsibility in the construction of 

the nation, the narrowness of its ambitions.”54 According to Ricardo Sánchez, the 

Colombian Establishment is “the most selfish in Latin America, the most apoltronado 

(ensconced) in its privileges, with the shortest sight … without any grandeza 

(magnanimity).”55 

 Among all the accusations, one stands out: its responsibility for the emergence 

and resilience of guerrilla warfare, making the Establishment, therefore, the major cause 

of today’s armed conflict.  

The Establishment has been accused of blocking the political system during the 

National Front period (1958–1974) and encouraging, as a result, the “polarization” 

currently suffered by Colombians.56 By “closing the public space and milking the state 

like a cow,” it “engendered the guerrilla;” it “pushed the opposition to the jungle.”57 

Camilo Torres, the Catholic priest who joined the ELN, took up arms because he was not 

allowed to use the state’s tools to “touch (or threaten) the Establishment’s interests.”58 

The historical reasons for the FARC’s existence are found in the behavior of an 

Establishment that “despised a bunch of peasant rebels,” or that “did not offer 

opportunities” to those who took up arms.59 Guerrillas emerged—the reasoning goes 

on—“as a reaction of the mamadera de gallo by the Establishment.”60  

The Establishment would not only be responsible for the rise of the guerrilla but 

also for the latter’s “moral” decay: “The decadence and corruption of the Establishment 

has affected even the guerrilla,” wrote Francisco Santos, now Colombian vice-president. 
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“The guerrilla increasingly resembles its arbitrariness, its lack of representativeness, its 

soberbia (arrogance) and even its lack of ideological vision.”61 

A corollary of such views is that the armed conflict is interpreted as a dispute 

limited to just two groups: the Establishment and the guerrillas.62 Even the state and the 

government here would become of secondary importance, never mind society at large. 

“Between an entrenched Establishment and a guerrilla increasingly alienated from the 

majority of the population,” Juan Carlos Rodríguez Raga wrote, “there lies a great 

proportion of Colombians, orphans of representation.”63 

Of course, if the conflict is essentially confined to those two parties, the route to 

peace, first and foremost, cannot be anything different from an agreement between them. 

According to a congressional report, one of the “major obstacles for a process of 

negotiation is the profound lack of mutual trust between the Establishment and the 

guerrilla.”64 Consider the definition of peace given by former Minister of Defense and 

current Senator Rafael Pardo: “the aim is to have an agreement between the 

Establishment and those who have taken arms against the system.” “The important thing 

is,” former Minister of Finance and ex-Rector of Andes University Rudolf Hommes 

noted, “that the guerrilla stops and the Establishment decides what it is going to offer.”65 

There were some critical voices, such as that of Ricardo Sánchez, who expressed his 

concern about the elitist nature of the peace process while he opposed a “peace 

[agreement] between two military apparatus, that of the then guerrillas and that of the 

Establishment.”66 However, he had little doubt of the Establishment’s existence. 

 

The “Establishment” in the FARC’s Discourse 

 

Leading members of the FARC certainly seem to believe that there is such a thing 

as the Colombian Establishment, nowadays the apparent central target of their struggle.  

As far as I can tell, the expression has been used by FARC’s leaders since at least 

1996, when guerrilla commander Alfonso Cano referred to the “responsibility for the 

management of the country by what has been labeled the Establishment.”67 A more 

thorough and systematic research of FARC’s rhetoric could show exactly when the word 

entered into their vocabulary, but it seems that its leaders adopted the term from the 
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language in vogue in the public debate. Soon, “what has been labeled the Establishment” 

became simply “the Establishment,” as in a 1998 letter to Enrique Santos Calderón—at 

the time one of the most prestigious Colombian columnists and today co-director of El 

Tiempo—when Cano complained about the “áulicos (courtiers) of the Establishment” for 

whom “we are inhumans per se, who merit their condemnation.”68 

During the process of negotiations with the Pastrana government, the term 

repeatedly appeared in FARC’s documents and in interviews with its leaders in the press. 

A paper by one of their “thematic commissions,” discussed during a round table in 

August 2001, referred to the assassination of the popular liberal leader Jorge Eliécer 

Gaitán in 1948, which encouraged “the people” to take up arms and “shake the 

foundations of the Establishment.” Popular claims for democracy, social justice, 

economic development and sovereignty, the document went on to observe, have 

traditionally been met by a bellicist attitude from the Establishment, whose “reactionary” 

condition and “neoliberal obsession” impeded peace in Colombia.69  

For Cano, talking about the Establishment meant talking about “the most 

representative sectors of the Colombian state.” Other commanders of the FARC, 

however, conveyed the idea that the state and the Establishment were two different 

things, although inextricably linked. When asked by a journalist if he believed that “the 

Establishment was going to cede in favor of peace,” Simón Trinidad’s answer did not 

name representatives of the state but one of the top bankers of the country. To dismantle 

the paramilitaries, other leaders of the FARC suggested, “the state had to convince the 

Establishment.”70 As I will show later, such lack of clarity in defining the Establishment 

is what characterizes the use of the expression among opinion makers.  

Regardless of its precise identity, if the FARC was going to have peace talks, they 

had to be held with the Establishment. That was the view of the FARC’s top commander, 

Manuel Marulanda, who, watching the TV debate between Horacio Serpa and Andrés 

Pastrana, the two leading candidates in the 1998 presidential campaign, said of Pastrana: 

“that man does represent whom we want to see at the other side of the table, he is a man 

of the Establishment and it is with the Establishment that we want to negotiate.”71 In an 

interview he gave shortly after the peace process was inaugurated in January 1999, 
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Marulanda noted that the aim of negotiating had to be the eradication of the causes that 

led his organization “to take up arms against the Establishment.”72 

 On January 8, 2002, in an attempt to keep the negotiations rolling, Marulanda 

wrote to James Lemoyne, UN representative in Colombia, complaining about the 

presence of “strong sectors within the Establishment” opposed to the possibility of 

change, “clinging through violence to the current regime.”73 This continued to be the line 

after the definite breakdown of the peace process. In August 2002, when rejecting 

President Uribe’s proposal that the United Nations play a mediating role in the conflict, 

the FARC insisted that “without any will for change from the Colombian Establishment, 

the possibilities of bringing the armed struggle to an end are closed.”74 

 

The “Establishment” and the Search for Peace 

 

As noted, such language—and the diagnosis it suggested—was widely shared 

among political analysts who, throughout the Pastrana administration (1998–2002), 

recurrently demanded that the so-called Establishment come to terms with the guerrillas, 

as if it was there that the key to the solution was. Some even believed that the 

Establishment had a libreto (script) for the occasion,75 although it is hard to tell what the 

libreto consisted of.  

Opinion makers did have a libreto for the Establishment. This included, among 

other demands, that the Establishment condemn those genocides that remain unpunished 

by the state; that it provide resources for social expenditure, redefine the state, and sign a 

new social compact to pursue peace; and that it lead a process of reform before the 

reforms are imposed by the guerrillas.76  

Above all, it was demanded that the Establishment make “sacrifices” and 

“concessions,” although what those sacrifices and concessions would precisely consist of 

was not clear.  

Talk of “peace costs” became common among political analysts, costs that the 

Establishment was apparently unwilling to meet. What was needed, as a precondition for 

peace, the argument went on, was an agreement within the Establishment around 

substantial reforms: Without such an agreement, “sacrificing” what the Establishment 
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“should sacrifice, the war will not end.”77 Public dignitaries like the Contralor General de 

la República, Carlos Ossa, shared such views.78 Journalists popularized it even further. 

“What is the Establishment prepared to give away in order to achieve peace?” Roberto 

Pombo, then co-director of Cambio, asked. For some, like Antonio Caballero, the most 

widely read Colombian columnist, the answer was simple: “The Establishment pretends 

that everything works out for free, and in addition profitably. It does not want to spend a 

penny on peace. They are not going to fight the war, nor will their children interrupt their 

business studies in US universities.”79 

Whatever the answer, the assumption was that the Establishment’s attitude would 

determine the guerrilla’s decision to give up the armed struggle. In the words of 

“D’Artagnan,” a leading columnist in El Tiempo, “If the Establishment does not shake 

itself up, and its most important members do not renounce their privileges and perks 

which definitely discriminate against the rest of society, it is difficult to see how there is 

any moral authority to demand that the guerrillas free themselves from their subversive 

outbreaks.”80 

As the peace process went nowhere and the final crisis unfolded leading to the 

collapse of negotiations on February 20, 2002, the use of the term and the pressure upon 

the so-called Establishment from opinion makers seem to have intensified. 

 In what appeared to be an attempt to compel one of the parties at the negotiating 

table to come to its senses, influential columnists like Daniel Samper begged “the 

Establishment to understand that problems of public order to a large extent … had their 

origins in the inequality and conditions of misery, oppression and backwardness of the 

Colombian people.” Since there was “no real threat of revolution,” Hernando Gómez 

Buendía—a leading political analyst and former General Secretary of the Liberal Party—

argued, the Establishment was “not prepared to negotiate anything of substance.” Even 

those who usually favor a hard line towards the guerrillas, like former Vice-President 

Carlos Lemos Simmonds, also used the expression.81 According to Gabriel Silva, former 

ambassador to the US and currently the head of the coffee producer’s association, 

Fedecafé, the internal war has lasted so long “precisely because the Establishment has 

opted for short-term gains and middle-of-the-road stability instead of the required 

sacrifices for a definite solution.” Economist Javier Fernández Riva warned of further 
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dangers to come from the plans of the FARC facing an “acobardado (unnerved) 

Establishment.”82  

There were words of condemnation for the FARC, but equal or even more 

responsibility was assigned to President Pastrana for his failure “to lead a negotiation 

inside the Establishment to clarify what it is prepared to give in exchange for [the end of] 

war.” The idea was reiterated again and again: as former Minister of Communication 

Armando Benedetti Jimeno put it, “we are left with the uncomfortable certainty that 

within the Establishment there exists the naïve and false impression that peace is free.”83 

On January 12, 2002, a group of public intellectuals signed an open letter calling for the 

rectification of the peace process, which required the “Establishment to recognize its 

patriotic duty of accepting democratic reforms, of making the investment that millions of 

dispossessed Colombians demand.”84 

One of the harshest criticisms of the Establishment during those days of January 

and February 2002 came from El Tiempo, the leading Colombian daily. El Tiempo made 

it clear that it had supported a negotiated settlement throughout the forty months of the 

peace process, “in spite of the official strategy, the paquidermia (pachyderms) of the 

Establishment and the increasing soberbia (arrogance) of the FARC.” In its view, the 

Colombian Establishment was as responsible for the war as the guerrillas and 

paramilitaries were, but, unlike the others, the Establishment had “in its hands the legal 

means to make the country more just and democratic.” However, the Establishment had 

been incapable of stopping the spread of violence, from both left and right wing quarters; 

it had “preferred to look the other way when issues of misery and landless peasants were 

raised.” With or without negotiations, the Establishment “was late in the fulfillment of its 

commitments (está en mora de darse la pela);” it should “take into account how many 

times it had conned the country and pursue firmly, and without further delays, an 

ambitious agenda of profound reforms that this country is crying for.” It is hard to find a 

stronger language of condemnation: “The Colombian Establishment,” El Tiempo 

concluded, “that for so many years has not seen beyond its belly button ought to put its 

hand inside its pocket. Inside, it will find not only money. It will also find the origins of 

the legitimacy it lacks.”85 
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 In trying to interpret the mounting conflict amidst the crisis, political leaders also 

resorted to the use of the word. Former President Alfonso López Michelsen, while 

suggesting that one ought to “think in different terms,” could not avoid a reference to a 

“frightened and confused Establishment.” Senator Pardo, in turn, speculated about the 

possibility of terrorist actions by the FARC “against the symbolic power of the oligarchy 

to bring pressure upon the Establishment towards a negotiated settlement.”86  

 The Establishment continued to figure prominently in the language of opinion 

makers during the immediate aftermath of the collapse of the peace process.  

“We have to support the institutions,” columnist and former head of the Security 

Service of Colombia (Departamento Administrativo de Seguridad, or DAS) Ramiro 

Bejarano pointed out, “because what is at stake is the survival of the Establishment.”87 

Gabriel Silva expressed his concern that, although it was true that the people were not 

supporting the FARC, they were not backing the Establishment either.88 Others took the 

occasion to reiterate their long-standing recriminations: “things will only change when 

the Establishment finally realizes that its diagnosis for the illness is wrong.”89 Juan 

Lozano—then a columnist, but currently a close advisor to President Uribe—thought that 

“now that the dialogue with the FARC is over, the Colombian Establishment has the 

obligation to promote by itself the profound changes that, in theory, were going to be 

discussed at [the negotiating table].” There was a plea for unity from Felipe Zuleta, 

former head of the state TV agency, Inravisión, who regretted the internal fights within 

“the so-called Establishment while we are at war.”90 “We have all been involved in a 

prolonged act of foolishness” was the final verdict of Rudolf Hommes: “all” meant “the 

government, the Establishment, the majority of public opinion, the Nuncio, the United 

States.”91   

 
Who is “In” and Who is “Out”? 

 
Given the features that apparently characterize the Colombian Establishment, and 

in particular its responsibility for the country’s most serious problems, its mighty powers, 

and its overwhelming protagonism, it could be assumed that its identity has been clearly 

and unanimously defined. How then is the Colombian Establishment constituted? Who 

are its members? Where exactly can we locate it? 
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Any serious attempt at trying to identify the Colombian Establishment in the 

discourse of political analysts would have to overcome, first, the difficulty of a messy 

language that describes its nature as diverse and heterogeneous. Those who use the term 

sometimes add a qualifying adjective, suggestive of not one but of various 

Establishments: we can come across an “urban” (or are there a number of urban 

Establishments?) but also a “Bogotano Establishment,” an “intellectual” and a “political” 

but also a “politiquero (petty politician) Establishment.” And there is a “capitalist 

Establishment.”92 In addition, we can come across a “military establishment,” although 

used in reference to the military the term has perhaps a different connotation.93 

Critics sometimes explicitly acknowledge that the Establishment is far from being 

homogeneous. There are at least “reactionary” and “enlightened” sectors within the 

Establishment.94 After the new constitution was adopted in 1991, in the words of the poet 

and essayist William Ospina, “it would be unjust not to recognize the efforts among some 

sectors of the Establishment to build a modern, participatory and pluralist democracy” in 

Colombia.95  

Yet the Establishment is often criticized precisely because of its fragmentation: as 

a result of it being fragmented it has failed to produce a unified vision for the country.96 

Regarding the peace process undertaken by the Pastrana administration, for example, 

there were—according to Alfredo Molano—three different conceptions of how to 

negotiate with the guerrillas within the Establishment.97 Whatever support—in whatever 

form—Pastrana had from all those quarters for the peace process, it was weakened after 

the resignation of his minister of defense, Rodrigo Lloreda, who was said to be a figure 

respected by the Establishment, even its representative in Pastrana’s cabinet.98  

 Either fragmented or unified, the Establishment also seem to have produced its 

own rebels. Antonio Caballero claims to have been born “en su propio seno” (in its very 

heart), where he has always lived. He helped to set up and produce Alternativa, a weekly 

magazine of socialist tendency published during the 1970s and 1980s, perhaps the most 

significant anti-Establishment newspaper in contemporary Colombia, edited by “member 

rebels of the Establishment.”99 Ingrid Betancourt, the presidential candidate kidnapped by 

the FARC in 2002, has also been described as “a rebel woman who broke with the 
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Establishment.”100 Whether or not Ingrid Betancourt belongs to the same Establishment 

that Caballero has in mind remains an open question.  

For what becomes increasingly clear as we move on to the examination of the 

term is how vague and ill-defined “the Colombian Establishment” is. “The Establishment 

is not monolithic,” Hernando Gómez Buendía recognizes, but only to further confuse an 

already confused picture: “it includes,” he adds, “a wide range of perceptions, theories, 

prejudices and interests, from Enrique Gómez [a conservative senator, son of former 

president Laureano Gómez, brother of the assassinated conservative leader Alvaro 

Gómez Hurtado] to Argelino Garzón [a former union leader, now governor of Valle del 

Cauca], to the army generals or the NGOs.”101 

 This sort of confusion can be further illustrated by looking at various other ways 

the expression is used or at the explicit attempts to define it. The latter are not frequent 

and when we learn what those who use the term mean by it, we are often left with a wide-

embracing word, by and large equated with political power.  

In his recent examination of the territorial debate, former Minister of the Interior 

Jaime Castro made references to the Establishment—“that is to say,” he went on to 

explain, “the Government, Congress, the traditional political parties, and the new political 

organizations.”102 Similarly, for Vera Grabe, senator and a former member of the M-19, 

the Establishment was the name for the state and the parties but also for the media.103 A 

leading article from El Tiempo offered a wider definition: the Establishment comprised 

the “parties, gremios (business associations), institutions and people that have had … the 

leading voice in politics and economics.”104 

The state—almost inevitably an illegitimate state—is sometimes described as 

representing the Establishment.105 Not all state institutions, however, are included in such 

a notion. The armed forces, for example, are said to differ from the Establishment, whose 

interests and those of the military would not coincide.106 That the two were distinct 

entities was clearly expressed by columnist María Isabel Rueda in 1999, after a few army 

generals were asked by the government to submit their resignation: “The army,” Rueda 

noted, “has never been treated so harshly by the Establishment.”107 

It could be inferred from Rueda’s comments, as from other texts, that “the 

Establishment” was just another term to refer to the government.108 But other comments 
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distinguish both entities. During the Pastrana administration, the government was 

criticized for negotiating with the guerrillas “before negotiating with the Establishment” 

and for “humiliating those in the Establishment who disagree with the president.”109 

Victor G. Ricardo, Pastrana’s High Commissioner for Peace, was said not to pay “any 

attention to the forces of the Establishment.”110 According to Senator Pardo, there were 

two opposing views regarding the negotiations Pastrana launched with the FARC: that of 

the government and that of the Establishment.111 Pastrana, noted Molano, was “cornered 

by the fear of the Establishment to sign a peace agreement.”112 

Names of presidents and former presidents are among the most recurrent in the 

language of the Establishment. Gustavo Rojas Pinilla (1953–57), Alfonso López 

Michelsen (1974–78) and Andrés Pastrana (1998–2002) have been described as men who 

emerged from its “entrañas” (core).113 Cesar Gaviria (1990–94) and Alvaro Uribe (2002–

present) have also been referred to as part of the Establishment. Sometimes they are said 

to lead the Establishment, but others maintain their role is confined to that of being its 

“representatives or spokesmen.”114 

Presidents and former presidents may be included in what Roberto Pombo called 

“the politicians of the Establishment.”115 This is, however, of little help. Not all 

politicians, even some with highly influential positions, seem to qualify for membership 

in the club, in spite of claims that “the traditional (political) parties have embodied the 

Establishment.”116 On the contrary. When Semana gave examples of the “best 

representatives of the Establishment,” the magazine singled out the names of Alvaro 

Uribe Vélez, Enrique Peñaloza, Germán Vargas, Rafael Pardo, Francisco Lloreda, and 

Guido Nule, an apparent new breed of politicians distinguishable from “discredited 

traditional politicians,” whom the magazine referred to as “the Names and the 

Santofimios” (once prominent surnames in Congress). Semana ventured a hard-to-grasp 

distinction between “clase dirigente nacional” (national ruling class) and “clase política 

tradicional” (traditional political class).117 To add to our confusion, other analysts have 

also distinguished the Establishment from the “dirigencia tradicional” (traditional 

rulers).118  

Facing such contradictions, one way to get closer to a definition of the 

Establishment may be by way of exclusion.  
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Antanas Mockus, for example, is said to have won the 2000 Bogotá mayoral 

election without Establishment antecedents: in Bogotá a vote for him was a vote against 

the Establishment. Similarly, the election of an indigenous leader, Floro Tumbalá, as 

governor of Cauca was considered another vote against the Establishment.119 More 

recently, Luis Garzón, the leader of the newly formed left-wing party Polo Democrático 

Independiente (Independent Democratic Pole, or PDI) and currently the elected mayor of 

Bogotá, has been described as a man of the people, as opposed to Establishment man, and 

a possible mediator between the guerrillas and the Establishment.120 There are also 

examples of self-exclusion, like former presidential candidate Horacio Serpa,121 or 

Senator Piedad Córdoba, who considers that she is not very much “loved by the 

Establishment.”122  

Such exercise may be of some help but not much. For a start, some of the 

examples are troublesome, if the definition of the Establishment includes those who 

occupy command and leadership positions in the government, in one of the state branches 

of power or in the political parties. Córdoba, a senator, has also been a member of the 

Dirección Nacional Liberal (Liberal National Directorship). More significantly, some of 

the examples given above suggest that government and Establishment are not the same, 

while contradicting the picture of an ever-powerful Establishment. If such an 

Establishment exists, it has lost control of Bogotá, the capital city of Colombia, at least 

since 1994, the first time Antanas Mockus was elected its mayor.   

Perhaps no other case serves to illustrate better the confusion created by the use of 

the term than that of Horacio Serpa. His successful and ascending public career has made 

him general prosecutor, senator, co-president of the National Constituent Assembly, 

minister of the interior, leader of the liberal party and ambassador to the Organization of 

American States (OAS), among other leading positions in power. Such a collection of 

notable posts is despised by some of his political enemies, who accuse him of being one 

of the “faces of the decadent Establishment.”123 Yet Serpa does not consider himself to be 

a member of that exclusive institution. “The Establishment will never allow me to be 

President … [it] has always rejected me,” he said following his defeat as a presidential 

candidate in 2002.124 “Blame it on yourself,” was the reply of the director of Cambio, 

Mauricio Vargas, who claimed that Serpa did count on the support of the political and 
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economic Establishments, by which he meant some of the “discredited traditional 

politicians” mentioned above, plus a former top executive from the private sector.125 

Surely Serpa and Vargas had different Establishments in mind. 

Although there are a few references to the “economic Establishment,” names of 

representatives of the private sector do not figure prominently when the term is used. As 

already noted, some of the explicit attempts at defining it do include the gremios, or 

indeed specific individuals like Nicanor Restrepo, an Antioqueño entrepreneur, who has 

been described as “one of the most representative symbols of the Establishment.”126 

Occasionally, the so-called “grupo de los Cacaos”—the name given in recent years to the 

heads of the most powerful economic conglomerates—has been equated with “the 

capitalist Establishment.”127 Some private sector leaders have themselves made use of the 

expression but it is not clear what they mean by it.128 And the Establishment has 

sometimes been identified with the executives of the major private companies, whose 

children study business in US universities.129 It may well be that those who distinguish 

the government and the state from the Establishment mean by the latter the most 

powerful members of the economic elite, but this is hardly made clear in the 

documentation consulted here.  

Other definitions and examples of representatives of the Establishment would add 

more complications. The drug mafia is also said to be either in alliance with or “part of 

the Establishment.”130 There are references as well to the “para-Establishment of 

guerrillas and paramilitaries.”131 Definitions of the Establishment even include “the 

middle classes.”132 

 

One of the few things that emerge with some clarity from this confusing scenario 

is the absence of self-consciousness and esprit de corps within the so-called Colombian 

Establishment.  

With the notable exception of rebels like Antonio Caballero and a few other 

individuals—like former President López Michelsen and Felipe Zuleta, the grandson of 

the liberal statesman Alberto Lleras Camargo—no one seems to acknowledge 

membership in an institution whose existence very few appear to doubt. Far from it; some 
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of the figures identified in the public discourse with the Establishment either try to 

distance themselves from it or join its critics.  

Consider the example of Noemí Sanín, former minister, ambassador to the UK, 

current ambassador to Spain and twice presidential candidate. Sanín has been described 

as the “darling of the Establishment” or simply as one of its “heads.”133 To her political 

enemies during the 2002 presidential campaign, she was one of the “three faces of the 

decadent Establishment” (the other two were Serpa and Uribe).134 Nonetheless, she 

complained about the “unanimity of the Establishment” around Uribe’s candidacy, while 

warning “the Establishment … that [she was] not going to perpetuate [its] privileges.”135 

According to Oscar Collazos, Sanín was suffering “the dilemma of how to separate 

herself from the Establishment without creating alarm.”136 

Sanín has not been on her own. Alvaro Gómez Hurtado—once the powerful 

leader of the conservative party—was, according to a former guerrilla, “the most clear 

expression of the most traditional Establishment.”137 Nonetheless, he has also been 

considered a “headache” for the Establishment. Gómez Hurtado himself was of the view 

that “the bankruptcy of the Establishment is the largest of all times and its capacity for 

corruption [is] frightening.”138 Alvaro Leyva—another conservative politician, once 

described as “a man of the Establishment”—apparently gained the trust of the FARC 

following a meeting during which he agreed “more with the FARC than … [with] the 

Establishment.”139 The entrepreneur Pedro Gómez Barrero, who at some point 

represented the Pastrana administration in the negotiations with the FARC, is reported to 

have expressed his regrets about “belonging to the Establishment.”140 

 Semana called Francisco Santos “one of the most conspicuous representatives of 

the Bogotano Establishment.”141 Yet Santos’s column in El Tiempo, as shown here, has 

been severely critical of that Establishment he presumably belongs to. Indeed, Semana 

and El Tiempo are supposed to be newspapers of the Establishment, but it is in their 

pages that the Establishment is often the target of the harshest criticism.  

 
IMPLICATIONS 

 
Exposing the flaws of the term “Establishment” may be at times an amusing 

exercise, but the term’s common acceptance in Colombia has serious implications: for 
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our understanding of the workings of its political system, for questions of democratic 

accountability, for the legitimacy of the regime, for the settlement of the armed conflict, 

and for the quality of political analysis and scholarship. 

Firstly, the word Establishment simplifies and even distorts the nature of power in 

Colombia. A detailed analysis of the power structure and composition of the country’s 

elite is beyond the purposes of this paper. Suffice it to say that, since the introduction of 

elections of city mayors in 1986, there has been a substantial change in the dynamics of 

power, made even more complex after the adoption of a new constitution in 1991:142 the 

executive lost power to Congress; there is a new autonomous central bank and a new 

independent Constitutional Court; congressmen and political leaders in general are more 

accountable today than in the past; departmental governors are now elected instead of 

being appointed; indeed the two-party system as we knew it has ceased to exist. 

Arguably, there has always been more social mobility and therefore rotation among the 

Colombian political elite than critics of the system are prepared to accept. In the past two 

decades, however, those changes have been remarkable. The so-called “traditional 

political class” was displaced from power in at least the four most important capital 

cities—Bogotá, Medellín, Cali and Barranquilla—where the bulk of the country’s 

population lives. 

 Secondly, blaming the Establishment for all Colombian problems tends to free 

those in power from their responsibilities. Since the debate focuses attention on a 

mysterious entity on whose identity there is no consensus, power holders can hide from 

public scrutiny. Little effort is made to place responsibility where it matters: on particular 

ministries or governors, on individual members of parliament, or on the various policies 

pursued by different administrations. As some of those who often use the term are 

themselves powerful and privileged people, these are self-exculpatory critics. The 

Establishment has become an easy expedient to avoid democratic accountability. 

 Thirdly, the widespread notion of an Establishment—an obscure and hidden but 

over-arching force where the ‘real’ source of power lies—encourages the idea that 

democracy in Colombia is a pure sham. This of course delegitimizes the state and the 

government, feeding notions of mistrust towards democratic institutions and 

decisionmakers. The problem is more acute since people in government or from power 
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circles, including those elected by the popular vote, appear to have given full credit to the 

term: the democratic credentials of the state are significantly undermined by those 

occupying leading positions in society.143  

 Fourthly, the use of the term also has implications for the search for a solution to 

the armed conflict. As shown in this paper, members of the FARC have embraced the 

word Establishment as part and parcel of their discourse. The emerging fashionable 

expression fitted in well with the guerrilla’s anti-capitalist rhetoric. After all, if there is 

one idea conveyed by it, it is the existence of a small and well-knit group of people taking 

key social decisions beyond any democratic control. The supposed existence of such an 

Establishment serves as a justification for their insurrection. Whether or not the guerrillas 

believe in its existence is a matter that should deserve more serious attention. For if belief 

about the Establishment prevails among the guerrillas, they would also assume that any 

possible negotiation to end the conflict would only require a simple agreement with a 

clique of powerful individuals—which is not only far from the Colombian reality but 

conducive to undemocratic ways of reaching a settlement.144 By repeatedly using the 

term “Establishment,” political analysts and even central power holders may be 

reinforcing—unwittingly—false conceptions among guerrilla leaders, detrimental to any 

attempt to find a solution to the armed conflict. 

  Finally, the extended use of the word Establishment is a sign of intellectual 

confusion and laziness. Its slippage into academic language is a cause for concern. A 

term whose meaning is not only imprecise but contradictory should be received with 

skepticism by those who should know better.  

 
CONCLUSION 

 
Nowadays it is not infrequent to come across the term “Establishment” elsewhere, 

casually used, as in the autobiography of the Spanish philosopher Fernando Savater, or in 

the writings of the Czech leader Vaclav Havel.145 In England and the United States, 

where the word originally took off in the 1950s, it was given some consideration as a 

sub-category of “elites” in academic circles, but in a limited way, and it was soon left as a 

colloquial and almost meaningless expression used by some journalists. What seems 
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striking in the Colombian case, as amply demonstrated in this essay, is its recurrent and 

generalized use during the last decade. 

 Academics and journalists, politicians and entrepreneurs, all sorts of leaders in the 

public opinion debate have incorporated the term “Establishment” in their views and 

analysis of Colombia. Even President Uribe has referred at least once to the 

Establishment.146 It is important to note the wide spectrum—political and professional—

of those who repeatedly use the word: the Establishment seems to be equally present in 

the language of the FARC, leaders of the various parties (Conservative, Liberal or PDI), 

former presidents and cabinet ministers, entrepreneurs, newspaper columnists, university 

teachers, in sum, opinion makers from all ideological persuasions. It should not be 

surprising therefore to discover that outside Colombia—among journalists, diplomats and 

academics—the word has also slipped into the vocabulary, as I have been able to observe 

in my occasional readings of the New York Times, the Economist or El País.147 

 Such generalized acceptance of the term would imply that the Colombian 

Establishment is an easily identifiable being. Far from it. Like when it was in vogue in 

England and in the US, the word tends to mean different things to different people. Yet in 

both England and the US, the concept, for all its vagueness and equivocal nature, often 

referred rightly or wrongly to some concrete institutions or social groups—be it the BBC 

or the selected circle of US foreign policymakers. Definitions of the Colombian 

Establishment are extreme in their vagueness and even contradictory.  

Some commentators, in desperation, do recognize the difficulties they encounter 

in conveying what they mean by the word, as when Roberto Pombo singled out “the 

Establishment, the state, the leading class (clase dirigente) or whatever you may want to 

call power in the last half century.”148 Equating the Establishment with power does not 

tell us much. The state and the clase dirigente are really two different concepts: 

identifying the Establishment with both of them is not helpful either to locate power with 

some degree of precision or to demand accountability from those who exercise it.149 

 For the term to have some analytical value, we should be able to identify a “well-

defined group,” which fulfills the conditions that Jean Blondel found wanting in the so-

called British Establishment: “unity of purpose,” “permanency,” and “power.”150 As I 

have shown here, no “well-defined group” emerges in the use of the expression in 
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Colombia. Those who do use it even recognize that such an Establishment lacks 

cohesiveness. The “self-conscious elitism” and proud sense of belonging that Alan 

Brinkley saw in the behavior of the likes of Henry Stimson in the “American 

Establishment” are absent from the Colombian landscape. The “permanency” of the 

Colombian Establishment is taken for granted among those who use the term, sometimes 

dating back to independence but more frequently since the mid-twentieth-century. This 

claim is never supported by any empirical evidence. 

 It seems curious that the term gained currency at a time when the power structure 

of Colombia has been undergoing significant transformation—acquiring more 

complexity. It seems even more curious that the usage of the word intensified during the 

negotiations with the FARC, when important sectors of public opinion felt that those who 

ruled were losing control of the country. There is a paradox here that is hard to 

understand: in the face of an apparent power vacuum, perhaps feeling the need for the 

exercise of authority, political analysts, while criticizing it, were in fact demanding the 

presence of an Establishment. 

That critics of the political system make use of the word is, of course, 

understandable. It is, however, puzzling that so many leading members of the upper 

social and political circles have also adopted the term, using it often in the same critical 

sense as its enemies. Part of the explanation may lie in the long-rooted tradition of an 

anti-oligarchical discourse among politicians in Colombia, where the word Establishment 

might have just replaced oligarchy.151 There are other interpretations. Mauricio Rubio has 

suggested that the insurgency was triumphant in imposing its discourse on the elites.152 

Although in the particular case of the “Establishment” it would seem that the FARC 

adopted the word after it became fashionable in elite circles, it served well to justify 

FARC’s cause. More significantly, the use of the term “Establishment” by members of 

the elites could be interpreted as another manifestation of a crisis of self-delegitimation 

that has affected the Colombian political system since the 1980s.153 

 The “poor quality of public discussion in contemporary democracies” has been 

the subject of some academic concern—what Jeffrey C. Goldfarb refers to as “a 

deliberation deficit.”154 If such is the case elsewhere, we could perhaps interpret the 

vulgarization of words like the Establishment in Colombia as just another example of the 
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poverty of democratic debate. Nonetheless, the problem here is deeper, as the country has 

been immersed in a long and serious crisis, in an extraordinary atmosphere of terror. 

Terror, it is well known, creates confusion.155 In such times of crisis, as Malcolm Deas 

has observed, “people seek orientation. If they do not find it, they start to believe in 

ghosts of threats or ghosts of solutions. This requires a minimum of lucidity among 

opinion makers.”156 Certainly no lucid picture emerges from the portraits we are given of 

the Colombian Establishment.  
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